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(ARCHITECTURAL COLUMNS) 1602 Mizell Road,  

Tuskegee Al 36083  

FIBLAST is a diversified products manufacturing company. Centrally located in 
Alabama, it, within a three days delivery radius of many major population centers, 
including New York, Chicago, Ohio, Texas and all of Florida.  
 

FIBLAST manufactures architectural column covers in a wide variety of shapes & 
configurations. The columns can be either traditional Greek orders or contemporary 
designs.  
The column covers can be GFRP, GFRC or GFRG: Please specify. 
 

Smooth, fluted, Square, pilasters, tapered, straight shafts etc.  
 

Customers have an option of choosing from our standard products or in most 
instances, custom made columns, with minor set up charges.  

 

Columns are available prefinished, primed or within a range of textures finishes.  

Tel: 334-315-1314  Fax: 334-239-4333 
Sales email:- est1@fiblast.com 
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FIBLAST  
(ARCHITECTURAL COLUMNS) 
FORMS AND FUNCTIONS 

From the ancient times the symmetry in 
architects is the significant part. Columns 
provide not only the magnificence to the 
structure but also play a vital role for 
providing the strength with aesthetics; 
Classical builders like to use them due to 
the same reasons. These masterly built 
and masked columns are considered a 
hallmark of vigor and Strength with a 
depiction of history and solid prediction of 
future.  

 
 

Fiblast has blended finest classical designs 
with state of the art technology by using 
the advance manufacturing techniques 
with modern material and meeting the 
international standards of quality. We 
produce and offer a complete line of 
column shafts, capitals and bases. These 
products are of very high quality and 
provide matchless structural support and 
durability.  

 
 

Ease of installation makes our products 
the best choice for your upcoming 
projects. We make the installation hassle 
free; there is no priming required. Our 
columns can be easily trimmed, drilled 
painted etc. Detailed installation 
instructions are available upon request.  

Tel: 334-315-1314  Fax: 334-239-4333 
Sales email:- est1@fiblast.com 
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FORMS AND FUNCTIONS 

Choose either fluted or smooth designs. The fiber reinforced columns have a 
long life & don’t rot over time. They are virtually maintenance free.  

Light weight, Do not require heavy support framing  
Durable: Lifetime product  
Minimal maintenance  
Low co-efficient of thermal expansion  
Low thermal inertia  
Many times stronger than comparable materials  
Corrosion resistant  
Easy installation, saves time  
Large selection of standard shapes available OR Bring your design,      
we will match it at no extra cost  
Class A, fire retardant per ASTM E-84 panels available  
Tech. Breakthrough: High impact resistant / Blast resistant / bullet 
resistant columns available  

Why use FIBLAST Column  Systems? 
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